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There is an established literature that suggests teacher perceptions of children affect how they interact with them, how and what they teach them and how they rate their ability and behaviour (Alvidrez and Weinstein, 1999). Evidence also indicates that a teacher’s perception of a child is often based on ascriptive characteristics such as gender (Doherty and Connelly, 1985; Cotton, 1989; Jussim and Eccles, 1992), ethnicity (Dusek and Joseph, 1983, Tom and Cooper, 1985; Noguera, 2003; Crozier, 2005) and socio-economic background (Cotton, 1989; Alvidrez and Weinstein, 1999) independent of a child’s ability. This is potentially problematic because every stage of the English education system relies on teacher assessment of a pupil’s ability, either directly as in the Foundation Stage Profile which measures teacher perception of the ability of 5 year olds across a range of subjects or through (usually non-blind) marking of course work which contributes to a large proportion of GCSE examination marks and even A-level, undergraduate and postgraduate degrees. This paper builds on this literature by examining whether teacher ratings of a child’s ability and behaviour are associated with their perception of a particular ascriptive characteristic of the children they teach – their attractiveness.

The hypothesis is that attractiveness, or beauty as it is often referred to in the literature, triggers a positive response in teachers which leads them to evaluate the ability and behaviour of some students more favourably than others. This is in line with evidence that teachers rate the ability of children they perceive to be tidy (Doherty and Conolly, 1985), well groomed and well dressed (Cotton, 1989) above other children. It is also in line with a range of other evidence which shows that people are biased in favour of attractive people in terms of both their perceptions and behaviours (Hatfield and Rapson, 2000). As early as the 1970s Dion et al. (1972) showed a sample of men and women college year book photos and asked them to comment on the people in the photos. The reviewers of the pictures assumed the good looking people were more sociable, outgoing, interesting and exciting than their less attractive peers. The reviewers also thought the attractive people would have more fulfilling lives, be happier, have more successful marriages, better jobs and more satisfying lives than the less attractive people in the yearbook.

There is a great deal of evidence to suggest that these perceptions affect behaviour and attractive people are treated differently to less attractive people. For example, attractive people have more success in romantic relationships (Kleck and Rubenstein, 1975) and the romantic partners of attractive people express more commitment to the relationship than partners of less attractive people (Sangrador and Yela, 2000). The attractive are also at an advantage in the social arena where they are more likely to be approached and spoken to in social settings (Garcia et al., 1991); are more likely to receive help and have their possessions returned if lost (Benson et al., 1976) and be given directions if they themselves become lost (Wilson, 1978). In the economic arena attractive people are more likely to be hired (Hatfield and Sprecher, 1986; Hatfield and Rapson,
2000), be promoted (Morrow et al., 1990; Hatfield and Rapson, 2000), have higher incomes (Quinn, 1978; Hamermesh and Biddle, 1994; Hatfield and Rapson, 2000; Biddle and Hamermesh, 1998, Harper, 2000) and have faster income growth (Roszell et al., 1989) than less attractive people. In terms of health and wellbeing, children rated as unattractive report less good health outcomes at age 50 (Braakman, 2011). Attractive college students report greater happiness than other students (Diener et al., 1999) and in the general population attractive people are more likely to report being happy (Umberson and Hughes, 1987; Hamermesh and Abrevaya, 2012) and satisfied with life (Peterson and Miller, 1980; Hamermesh and Abrevaya, 2012).

Of most relevance to this present study is Hamermesh and Parker’s (2012) study of student feedback on their university teachers. With a sample of around 17,000 student ratings, along with 6 independent measures of attractiveness, Hamermesh and Parker showed that better looking teachers received higher student ratings even after controlling for a range of other factors. This allowed the authors to conclude that ‘measures of perceived beauty have a substantial independent positive impact on instructional ratings by undergraduate students’ (p13). The idea is that the positive ratings were triggered by positive responses to beauty by the students. This is in line with evidence that suggests that people feel more positive emotions after interactions with attractive people (Garcia et al., 1991; Pataki and Clark, 2004).

The current paper draws on both the teacher perception literature and the beauty literature and examines whether teacher’s perceptions of the attractiveness of their pupils is related to how they rate the academic ability and behaviour of those pupils. Based on the evidence presented above we would expect that teachers would rate both the ability and behaviour of attractive students more favourably than that of their less attractive peers. This hypothesis is tested using data from a sample of 9,233 11 year old children born in a single week in England, Scotland and Wales in the National Child Development Study (NCDS). These data are described in the following section before descriptive - and then regression analyses are carried out and discussed. A summary section draws the paper to a close with a discussion of the results and the implications they may have.

Data

This paper uses data from the NCDS which follows the lives of 17,000 people born in England, Scotland and Wales in a single week of 1958. Since the birth survey in 1958, there have been eight further sweeps of cohort members at ages 7, 11, 16, 23, 33, 42, 46 and 50. This paper focuses on the age 11 survey, where teachers were asked to rate the child in terms of attractiveness. Teachers could rate children as either attractive, not attractive, undernourished, slovenly or dirty or as having abnormal features. Due to issues related to abnormal features such as the link with foetal alcohol syndrome this group have been discarded from the analysis, leaving a sample of 9,233 children who were rated as either attractive
or unattractive by the teacher (including those who were undernourished and slovenly or dirty).

Teachers were also asked a number of questions related to their perception of the child’s academic ability (a binary response question of whether the child showed any outstanding ability) and their behaviour (whether they were delinquent, rebellious, aggressive or showed other bad behaviours). Teachers were further asked to rate each child’s ability on a scale from 1-5 with 1 being exceptional, 2 above average, 3 average, 4 below average and 5 very limited in different areas of learning – general knowledge, numbers, books and oral ability.

During the same survey the children took a General Ability Test (Douglas, 1964) containing verbal and non-verbal items. In addition, the longitudinal nature of the NCDS means that it collects a large range of data related to the children themselves and their families which will allow us to control for background characteristics that could play a role in how a teacher perceives a child, the child’s ability and attractiveness - such as gender of the child, a child’s prior achievement and behaviour, mother’s age, father’s education and occupation and family socio-economic group. In this paper these variables are measured at a previous sweep to the age 11 outcomes we are interested in when the children were aged 7 years old.

Results

At age 11 the majority of students are rated as attractive by their teachers. Indeed, as Table 1 shows, of the 9233 children we have data on, 81 percent were rated as attractive, 15 percent were rated as unattractive, 4 percent as undernourished and a further .3 percent as slovenly or dirty. Due to the low numbers in the latter two groups they have be incorporated into the unattractive category for the remainder of the analysis. Whether children rated as attractive vary from those rated as unattractive in other characteristics is a question examined in Table 2. It appears that girls are more likely to be rated as attractive than boys (83.5% compared to 78.7%). And female teachers are more likely to rate students as attractive compared to male teachers (82.2% versus 79.9%). Children rated as unattractive are slightly shorter than attractive children (47.7 versus 48.3 inches) but there is no difference in terms of what they weigh. Those rated as attractive come from slightly smaller families (where the average number of children is 2.9 compared to 3.7 children in families where children were rated as unattractive). Attractive children are also more likely to have a father with post compulsory education (23.7% compared to 14.8%) and have a father in the top social group (5.2% compared to 2.1%).

Tables 1 and 2 here***

Teachers are given no guidance on what constitutes attractiveness but Hakim (2012), in a discussion of what she terms erotic capital, discusses the importance of beauty as the central element of attractiveness, other aspects including sexual attractiveness and sexuality can be ruled out as the children are too young.
Social presentation may play a role and, as discussed above, those children rated as undernourished, slovenly or dirty have been categorised as unattractive in this analysis. We may also suspect there to be ethnic differences in attitudes to attractiveness, as historically different cultures have different perceptions of beauty. Unfortunately, we cannot study the role of ethnic differences in this analysis as the NCDS has so little ethnic variation amongst the cohort children (with 98 percent of children at age 7 being White\(^1\)) and we have no information on the ethnicity of the teachers. But research by Cunningham et al. (1995), suggests this may be less of an issue than we think. Their research examined ideas of beauty across different ethnic and cultural groups and found little difference in cross cultural perceptions of beauty. Their analysis produced extremely high correlations between the ratings of different groups (ranging from .91 to .94).

It is important for this analysis that teachers have a similar conception of what is meant by attractiveness. Hammermesh and Biddle (1994) present a range of evidence that shows "within a culture at a point in time there is tremendous agreement on standards of beauty, and these standards change quite slowly" (p1175). We can examine this in the NCDS as there are two measures of attractiveness rated by the teacher when the children are aged 7 and 11. As this paper is interested in is the relationship between a teacher’s perception of attractiveness and how that same teacher rates a child’s ability we need to look at these measures at the same point in time, so we focus on the age 11 measures. However, we do have a measure of attractiveness at age 7 rated by a previous teacher and when we examine that, consistent with the literature, we find considerable consistency in which children are rated as attractive at age 7 and 11. Indeed, 73 per cent of children who are rated in terms of attractiveness at both 7 and 11 are rated as attractive by their teacher. And 93 percent of children rated as attractive at age 11 were also rated as attractive at age 7 by a previous teacher.

Table 3 here****

The relationship between teacher rating of attraction and their rating of the pupil’s ability and behaviour

The rich NCDS data allow us to look at whether teachers rate the ability and behaviour of children more favourably if they think they are attractive. Looking at a simple cross tabulation in the upper rows of Table 4 it would seem that this is indeed the case. The teacher rated scores in the different areas of learning – general knowledge, numbers, books and oral ability are higher for children perceived as attractive. This is consistently true across the different areas of learning. The mean score for general knowledge among children perceived as attractive by the teacher is 3.1 compared to an average score of 2.5 among the less attractive. For numbers the difference is 3.0 compared to 2.4; books 3.3

---

\(^1\) 1.1 percent Black, 0.6 percent Indian or Pakistani and 0.9 percent of children identified as having an other ethnicity.
compared to 2.7; and oral ability 3.2 compared to 2.6. These differences may not seem large but when we consider scores for each subject can only vary from 1 to 5 these gaps are considerable. When we look at the total gap across all subjects where scores can range from 1 to 20 attractive children have a mean score of 12.6 compared to 10.2 achieved by the less attractive children. The lower rows of Table 4 show the same scores this time transformed into Z scores (with a mean of 0 and a standard deviation of 1) giving standard deviation differences in the ratings of children across the different areas of learning. This lower part of the table shows less attractive children are rated by the teacher around half a standard deviation beneath the mean across all four areas of learning (-.50 for general knowledge, -.46 for numbers, -.44 for books, -.58 for oral and .56 in total). The attractive children on the other hand receive ratings of around .2 standard deviations above the mean across the different areas of learning (.18 for general knowledge, .17 for numbers, .19 for books, .22 for oral and .22 in total). Moreover, examining Table 5 indicates teachers are much more likely to say a child has outstanding ability if they perceive that child as being attractive (27%) compared to unattractive (13%). And the converse appears to be true for teacher rating of bad behaviour, with teachers more likely to rate a child’s behaviour as delinquent, rebellious, aggressive or having other bad behaviour if they perceive that child to be unattractive (13%) compared to attractive (5%).

Tables 4 and 5 here....

These results appear to indicate that teachers’ perceptions of a child’s ability and behaviour are influenced by their perceptions of a child’s appearance, with children rated by teachers as attractive also being rated as more able and less badly behaved. However, it may well be that these teachers are picking up genuine differences in the children. In terms of ability we can test this by comparing the teacher ratings of the children’s ability with the actual scores the children achieved in the tests administered to them as part of the survey. In order to do this the teacher ratings of 1 to 5 for each of the 4 areas of learning (general knowledge, numbers, books and oral ability) were summed to give a total teacher rating. These scores were then ranked from highest to lowest. The same was done for the scores achieved by the children in the General Ability Test taken as part of the age 11 survey. Then the location of each child’s score in the distributions was compared across the teacher ratings and the different tests. If the child’s score in the distribution is lower on the teacher rating than on the survey administered test the child’s ability is under rated by the teacher. If the teacher rated assessment of the child is higher than the survey administered tests the teacher has over rated the child’s ability. If the scores on the two distributions are within a tenth of a standard deviation of one another the scores are deemed equal. Of course there may be errors and we would not necessarily assume the child’s score would match perfectly across the teacher rated ability and the survey test scores but we would expect any error to be unrelated to whether the teacher perceives a child to be attractive or not. However, this does not appear to be the case. Looking at Table 6 we can see that teachers are much
more likely to over rate a child’s ability if they perceive that child to be attractive (47%) than unattractive (39%). It is also true that children perceived by the teacher as unattractive are more likely to have their ability under rated by the teacher (80%) than their more attractive counter parts (77%). However, the gap between children perceived as attractive and unattractive is smaller in terms of under rating than over rating.

Table 6 here

Regression Analysis

The analysis so far indicates that a teacher’s perception of a child’s ability and behaviour may be influenced by their perception of whether that child is attractive or not. However, it may be the case that the relationship can be explained by other factors. For example, we know that the parental education levels are related to the educational achievement of children but parental education may also be related to how attractive a child is due to more educated parents providing better diet and nutrition to their children for example. For this reason the rest of this paper uses regression techniques to examine the relationship between attractiveness and ability controlling for other factors that might be influencing this relationship. These other factors, which include a range of child, family, school and teacher variables, are added to the models in an effort to control for variables that may be related to differences in children’s ability, behaviour and attractiveness and are detailed below:

Child and family characteristics

The models control for the gender of the child as that has been found to be related both to academic achievement (Machin and McNally, 2005; Hansen and Jones, 2012) and teacher perceptions of ability (Doherty and Conelly, 1985; Ross and Jackson, 1991). Models also control for the height and weight of a child as this will influence perceptions of beauty. Obesity in particular has been found to be associated with a range of negative perceptions (Puhl and Brownell, 2002). There is also a control for whether the child has experienced pre-school as this has been found to be positively related to cognitive ability in other studies (Hansen and Hawkes, 2009). Mothers age is also controlled for due to the range of negative outcomes that are associated with young mothers (Hawkes and Joshi, 2012) as is the number of children in the household due to the detrimental effects large families have been found to have on children’s academic ability in other studies (Iacovou, 2001). There are also controls for father’s education and occupation which have repeatedly been shown to be related to a child’s academic ability (Dearden et al., 1997; Vignoles and Galinda-Rueda, 2005; Blanden et al., 2012). The models include the region the families live in as there may be regional difference in perceptions of attractiveness (Hamermesh and Abrevaya, 2012) and also regional differences in teacher ratings of ability and
student achievement in tests. Finally, added to the regression models is a measure of parental aspirations for the child to stay on past the compulsory school leaving age which has been shown to be a good predictor of later educational achievement in the NCDS (Gutman, 2008) and also a measure of whether the mother and father read books, newspapers and magazines on a weekly basis as parental reading has been found to be a good proxy measure for parental cultural capital and strongly associated with achievement of children (De Graaf et al., 2000).

**Teacher and School controls**

In addition to the child and family variables discussed above the models also control for a range of teacher and school variables. The gender of the class teacher is included in the models as previous work has found the attributes of teachers important in teacher ratings (Hoge and Coladarci, 2012) and we may also expect that male and female teacher have different perceptions of what constitutes an attractive student. Models also control for class size as evidence suggests that smaller classes are positively associated with academic achievement (Mosteller, 1995; Angrist and Lavy, 1999) and we might also think that class size may affect teacher perceptions of students – for example in bigger classes with more students teacher perceptions of ability may be less accurate than in smaller class rooms where teachers can get to know individual children better. Using the same rationale the models also control for school size which has been found to influence both student achievement and teacher attitudes (Lee and Loeb, 2000). The models include a measure of whether the class the child is in is streamed and if so what stream they are in. This inclusion is important as evidence suggests that teachers’ perceptions of children’s ability is influenced by how able they are told the children are. The classic example of this is Rosenthal and Jacobson’s (1968) Pygmalion study which involved giving teachers false information about the learning potential of certain students. Teachers were told that these students had been tested and found to be on the brink of a period of rapid intellectual growth. In reality, the students had been selected at random. At the end of the experiment a number of students achieved higher IQ tests than expected and higher than students of similar ability in the control group. Models also control for whether the children have special educational needs as this will affect not only their ability but also how teachers perceive them, and whether they have free school meals as a proxy for children from disadvantaged backgrounds (Hobbs and Vignoles, 2009).

All these variables are measured in a previous sweep of the NCDS survey when they children were aged 7. It is hoped by including these factors in the regression models we will be controlling for variables that may be related to differences in children’s ability, behaviour and attractiveness. Also included in the regression models is a measure of children’s behaviour at age 7 as measured by the mother and previous cognitive ability measured in tests at age 7. These variables are important to include as they control for the possibility that some
teachers may have a tendency to mark children highly across both dimensions of attractiveness and ability because they are generous and not because the child is attractive or academically able. These models will effectively be asking what is the marginal effect of attractiveness after accounting for other possible causes of variation in academic ability.

Regression Results

The variables detailed above are added to a model of our summary measure of teacher rating of ability across the four areas of learning (general knowledge, numbers, books and oral ability). This outcome has been transformed into Z scores so that the coefficients from a standard Ordinary Least Squares regression can be interpreted as standard deviation differences in teacher rating of ability given a certain set of characteristics. Table 7 shows 5 specifications, the first, in column one, is simply a regression of ability on beauty and the coefficient of .774 equates to the standard deviation difference between the mean scores for children rated by the teacher as attractive and those rated as less attractive that we saw previously in Table 4. We also know from Table 4 that a standard deviation roughly equates to 3 marks in the teacher rated assessment so a difference of .774 corresponds to a difference of about 2.3 marks.

Column 2 adds child and family level controls, which reduces the coefficient to .576, which is further reduced to .316 when previous ability and behavior are added to that specification in column 3. All of the child and family variables entered into the model are statistically significant. Females, those who attended pre-school, whose parents aspire for them to gain post compulsory education and those whose parents read on a weekly basis receive higher ratings of their ability than other students. So too do children with older mothers and those whose fathers have post compulsory education. Children from larger families and those in single mother households receive lower ratings than other children as do children in lower SES households. Perhaps unexpectedly, heavier children receive higher teacher ratings and taller children lower ratings. In terms of magnitude, the greatest penalty is associated with being in a single mother household (with a coefficient of -.742, equating to a reduction of around 2.2 marks for children in single parent households). On the positive side, parental aspirations attracts a coefficient of .312 standard deviations or an increase in scores of just under one mark. Both previous ability and behaviour attract the expected coefficients. The higher cognitive scores at age 7 are associated with an increase in teacher rated ability at age 11 of .055 standard deviations and bad behaviour at age 7 is associated with a .016 standard deviation reduction in teacher rating of ability at age 11.

When the school level variables are added to the model in column 4 the coefficient on the attraction dummy is .524 standard deviations (or an increase in scores of around 1.6 for children rated as attractive compared to less attractive). This is very similar to the coefficient in the model with child and family controls (column 2). However, when we compare the R squared for both models, the school characteristics explain slightly more variation in teacher ratings of ability.
(29.8%) than the child and family model (22.0%). The results show that children with special educational needs receive lower ratings (-.771) as do those with female teachers (-.041) and children who are eligible for free school meals (-.402). Compared to children in un-streamed classrooms, children in middle or lower streams also receive lower ratings (-.109 and -.693 respectively). On the other hand children in the top stream receive higher teacher ratings (.585) than children in un-streamed classes.

The effect of all of these characteristics is examined in column 5 of Table 7 which shows the coefficient on the attractiveness measure along with all the child, family, teacher and school variables as well as measures of previous behaviour and ability to control for the fact that some children are more able and better behaved than others. The results show that a teacher’s perception of a child as attractive is positively associated with their ratings of that child’s academic ability, even after controlling for a range of other factors. Children perceived as attractive by the teacher receive higher ratings of their academic ability by around .3 standard deviations. This equates to around one point score difference. This may not seem much but when we consider the total scores for this outcome range from 0 to 20 an increase or decrease of 1 point is relatively small but non-negligible.

Unsurprisingly, there are a range of other factors in the models that are statistically significantly related to teacher ratings of ability. Indeed, all the controls that were significant in the previous models remain statistically significant in this full model. So girls receive lower teacher ratings than boys, as do children in households with a larger number of children living there. Children with a female teacher and those identified by their teacher as having or requiring SEN, children in lower streamed classes and those who displayed previous bad behaviour also receive lower ratings. On the other hand children who went to pre-school, those whose parents have aspirations for them to stay on past the compulsory school leaving age and those with parents who read every week receive higher ratings of their academic ability than other children. Children with older mothers, fathers who have post compulsory education and those whose fathers are in SES I (professional occupations) also receive higher teacher ratings of their ability. Children with male class teachers, those in top streamed classes and those who scored higher in ability tests at a younger age also score more highly according the their teacher at age 11.

Table 7 here

Over rating and under rating

The results so far indicate that teachers rate the academic ability of attractive students more highly than less attractive students in terms of their performance across the four areas of learning (general knowledge, numbers, books and oral ability). This is true even after controlling for a range of other factors that could influence the relationship, many of which have been shown to be independently related to teacher’s ratings. Before we conclude that teachers are biased towards
attractive children we need to consider that perhaps attractive children are more academically able. Fortunately, we can examine this by using the over rating and under rating variables that were constructed by comparing the teaching ratings with performance in the General Ability Test as previously used in the descriptive analysis.  

Both the over rating and under rating variables are binary variables (either a child’s ability is over rated or under rated on not) their analyses therefore requires probit models which take the value of 1 if the child is over rated (under rated) or 0 otherwise. As a probit model the coefficients are marginal effects that can be interpreted at percentage point differences. These marginal effects from the full model are shown in Table 8, the first column shows the characteristics associated with the probability a teacher will over rate a student’s performance the second, the characteristics associated with under rating a student’s performance. The coefficients on the attractiveness variable show that even after controlling for a range of other factors teachers are more likely to over rate an attractive child’s ability (by 22 percentage points) and less likely to under rate their ability (by 13 percentage points) than less attractive class mates. Again, indicating the premium associated with being attractive is greater than the penalty for being less attractive. Interestingly, very few of the control variables are significantly related to over or under rating.

Table 8 here

Robustness checks

So far the results have shown that even after controlling for a range of factors that are related to outcomes including family background measures, school variables and previous ability and behaviour, teachers rate the ability of students they perceive to be attractive above other students. Moreover, these same students are more likely to have their ability over rated, and less likely to have their ability under rated by teachers. However, we have to bear in mind that our models measure perceived attractiveness and ability at the same point in time and by the same teacher. In order to test the hypothesis that teacher perceptions of attractiveness affect their perceptions of ability it is obviously crucial that both perceptions are measured at

---

2 As a reminder we compare the position of each child in the percentile ranking in the summed teacher ratings of ability in the 4 areas of learning (general knowledge, numbers, books and oral ability) to their position in the percentile rankings of the General Ability Test the children sat at age 11. If the child’s score in the distribution is lower on the teacher rating than on the GA test the child’s ability is under rated by the teacher. If the teacher rated assessment of the child is higher than the GA test the teacher has over rated the child’s ability. If the scores on the two distributions are within a tenth of a standard deviation of one another the scores are deemed equal. As noted previously there may be errors and we would not necessarily assume the child’s score would match perfectly across the teacher rated ability and the survey test scores but we would expect any error to be unrelated to whether the teacher perceives a child to be attractive or not.
the same time and by the time teacher. However, this approach does mean we may be concerned that our attractiveness measure is endogenous. In other words as the teacher rates both attractiveness and ability we may be worried that unobserved characteristics of the teacher may causes him or her to rate pupils, both in terms of their attractiveness and ability, in specific ways. Including measures of previous ability and behaviour (rated by a different teacher) as we have done goes some way to addressing this issue. But we can take this further by incorporating data on attractiveness measured at age 7 to carry out 2 robustness checks.

The first test simply redefines the attraction variable to incorporate the age 7 data on attractiveness rated by a different teacher and re-runs the same regressions but selecting only children who are rated as attractive (or not) at both ages 7 and 11 where they are rated at both ages and taking the age 11 information where there is none at age 7. The results of this exercise, summarised in Table 9 (with the full set of controls shown in Appendix 1), produce reassuringly similar results.

The second robustness check goes one step further and adopts an instrumental variable approach, instrumenting the potentially endogenous attractiveness measure at age11 with an exogenous attractiveness measure rated by a different teacher at age 7. If the measure is endogenous by running an instrumental variable regression we should capture only the effects on the outcomes on shifts in beauty whereas OLS not only captures the direct effect of attractiveness on ability but also the effect of the endogeneity. For an instrument to be valid it must be highly correlated with the endogenous variable, and not correlated with the outcome or error term. We would expect this age 7 variable to be a good instrument as we have already seen it is highly correlated with the age 11 measure of attractiveness but is unlikely to be correlated with the outcome measures at age 11 as the measures are rated by different teachers.

When the instrumental variable models are run (the coefficients are summarised in Table 10, and the full results displayed in Appendix 2) we get similar result to the original regressions. Pupils who are perceived to be more attractive by their teachers are also rated more highly in terms of their academic ability across the four areas of learning. The coefficient is larger in magnitude (.556) than the original OLS results (.298), equating to a difference of almost 2 marks rather than the 1 mark using OLS estimates. Like the probit regressions the IV results also show that attractive pupils are more likely to have their ability over rated (.375) and less likely to have their ability under rated (-.105) than less attractive pupils.

Tables 9 and 10 here....

Summary and discussion

This paper tested whether a teacher’s perception of a child’s attractiveness is related to their perception of the child’s ability. Results show that not only do teachers rate the academic ability of attractive students more highly than less
attractive students in terms of their performance across the four areas of learning (general knowledge, numbers, books and oral ability) but they are also more likely to over rate and less likely to under rate their ability than other students. This is true even after controlling for a wide range of other factors related to the child, their family, their teacher and their school that could influence the relationship, many of which have been shown to be independently related to teacher’s ratings (less so for over and under rating). It is also true if we use the age 7 measure of attractiveness to define a tighter definition of beauty and when we use it to instrument for any potential endogeneity.

Should we be worried about these results? On the one hand they show teachers are no different from anyone else. They respond more favorably to attractive people. This fits with the extensive literature that attractive people are perceived, and treated, more positively than others. These findings are also in line with evidence that teachers’ perceptions of children are often based on ascriptive characteristics independent of a child’s ability and this affects both teacher and child (Alvidrez and Weinstein, 1999). If teachers respond differently to children due to their gender (Doherty and Connelly, 1985; Cotton, 1989; Jussim and Eccles, 1992), ethnicity (Dusek and Joseph, 1983, Tom and Cooper, 1985; Noguera, 2003; Crozier, 2005) and socio-economic background (Cotton, 1989; Alvidrez and Weinstein, 1999) then coupled with what we know about reactions to beauty we would indeed expect the results we have found.

However, it is equally true that teacher ratings of ability play an important part in children’s education and influence things like decisions about streaming, course content, examination entries and coursework marking. Where any decisions about education are influenced by anything other than academic ability, as this paper indicates is the case, this would seem less than ideal. The push for a move away from our current system of heavy focus on teacher assessments and coursework towards a more exam based system could possibly go some way to improving the situation. However, teacher perceptions about ability are still likely to influence children in more subtle ways. Teacher perceptions filter down to students through classroom interaction which in turn influences children’s perceptions of their own ability, their motivation, engagement in school and, ultimately, their achievement. Therefore, even in a situation where all teacher assessments were removed from the system teacher perceptions of attractiveness would still put some children at an advantage in the education system. In order to tackle this problem efforts need to be directed at helping teachers identify and address the role their perceptions play in creating inequalities.

It should be borne in mind that the results we are looking at here refer to perceptions of attractiveness and teacher ratings made in 1969 and it is very likely that societal views on beauty and how teachers approach rating pupils have changed over this period. However, this does not mean the results are any less relevant for policy makers, teachers, or pupils today. Indeed, we would argue that in today’s media rich society, where media consumption and screen time is high, and where media content is increasingly concerned with beauty and
image, perceptions of attractiveness held by teachers and others in society are likely to be more firmly entrenched now than in the past.

At the same time the educational system and teacher training have seen huge changes: Whether such changes would be enough to overcome the issues around teacher perceptions and the negative effects they may have on children is, unfortunately, a question we cannot answer. This is because newer surveys, like the Millennium Cohort Study (MCS), would not be allowed to collect information on the attractiveness of their child cohort members as ethical concerns have also increased over time. However, recent work by Campbell (2015) using the MCS to examine stereotyping of pupils by teachers as recently as 2008 found 7 year old pupils who performed equivalently on cognitive tests were over- and under-rated by their teachers depending on ascriptive characteristics such as ethnicity, family income, gender and SEN status. Campbell concluded that historical attempts to promote equity in the education system had not resulted in parity of perception. This evidence, based on different types of ascriptive characteristics not only mirrors the findings in this paper but supports our conclusions that the problems identified in this paper, using older data, are still likely to be a problem today. And despite efforts to promote greater equality in the education system and massive improvements in teacher training since the 1960’s it remains the case that more needs to be done to reduce inequalities created by teachers’ perceptions and judgements.
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